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1. Formulae of interpolation in terms of given central differ-
ences might be regarded as falling into two groups, A and B. In
group A, the simplest cases are those in which each given difference
is one of the two which in the difference table lie nearest to the
preceding given difference; the differences are all natural differences
(i.e., are not mean differences), and are all expressed in the central-
difference notation. Any such formula can be a central-difference
formula for a certain range of the variable: but that is a matter
with which we are only incidentally concerned. What I have to do
is to examine the formula as determined by the series of differences
given. I have then to see how the formula is affected when an
ordinary difference is replaced by a mean difference. This brings us
to group B, which comprises two formulae only: the Newton-Stirling
formula, which expresses the required quantity in terms of a tabu-
lated value and its central differences; and the Newton-Bessel
formula, which expresses it in terms of the mean of two tabulated
values and the central differences of this mean.

The related quantities are denoted by x and u: the values of x
proceed by intervals h; and ue is an expression for the value of u
corresponding to value x6 = x0 + Oh of x. Also (n, r) means

n (n — 1) . . . . (n — r + 1)
7\

For simplicity of phrasing, the initial u of the formula will be
counted as a " difference."

2. I will begin with a Group A formula in the advancing-
difference notation. Suppose that our data are the values of

u7, Au7, A2MV, A%6, A%6, A5%.

Then the formula for ue is (cf. Whittaker and Robinson, ref. 5, p. 46)

ug = u7 + (9 - 7, 1) A«7 + (9 - 7, 2) A2M7 + (9-7, 3) A3%

+ (9-6, 4) A4% +(9-6, 5) A5%- (I)
The rule for construction of successive terms of this expression is
obvious: the coefficient in the term which follows any given difference
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is (6 — n, p + 1). This rule is, in fact, nothing more than a
summary of the rule given by Mr D. C. Fraser for the use of his
diagram in its simpler form (ref. 2, § 10, pp. 240-241).

(It may be noted that the formula is a central-difference inter-
polation formula if 6 lies between 8 and 9.)

This relation between the difference occurring in a term of the
formula and the coefficient in the following term is referred to by
Dr Aitken in a recent paper on generalisation of interpolation formulae
(ref. 1, p. 110). From the purely formal point of view, we could
divide up ue into linked segments by dividing each term into
coefficient and difference:—

) Asu6 + (0 _ 6, 4) | A%6 + (6 - 6, 5) | A5«6 + . . . . (LA)

3. Now let us express (I) in terms of central differences. It
becomes

ue = u7 + (6 — 7 , 1) 8un +(6—7, 2) 82us + (6—7, 3) 83un

+ (6-6, 4) 84ws + (8-6, 5) 85w84 • • • • (II)
No simple rule for determining the coefficients in this expression
suggests itself. The reason is that the notation of the factorial
coefficients (6—7, 1), etc., is not consistent with the system of
notation of central differences: we require a notation which shall be
consistent with this system.

4. The difficulty is to find a notation that will please everybody.
In the ordinary notation of factorials, in (n — 1) is denoted by (n, 2),
and is thus regarded as being a function of n. But in constructing a
notation which shall fit in with the use of central differences we must
adopt the principles of the central-difference system. On these
principles, \n (n — 1) must be regarded as a function of n — \.
Similarly \n(n — 1) (n — 2) must be regarded as a function of n — 1;
and so on.

In writing a paper on this subject some years ago (ref. 3, p. 81),
I had to adopt some notation. Bearing in mind the common symbol,
occurring in the expansion of (1 + x)n,

, . n (n — 1) . . . . (n — p + 1)(n, p) = J _ ^ - _ ! A iJLJ,

and the less common symbol, occurring in the expansion of (1 — x)~n,

[n, p] = n{n (n+p-1)

p\
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I took a middle course, and wrote

(n, q] = = = - —^ £-,

[», s)=\ {(n - i, s] + (n + I, s]} (IV)

= - ( n , « - l ] , (IV.A)
s

where q and s are positive integers, and n is any number, positive or
negative. I do not know whether this notation has been adopted at
all. I may mention that Dr J. F. Steffensen (ref. 4, pp. 8, 9) adopts a
different notation, but it does not seem quite satisfactory for our
present purpose.

With my notation, (II) becomes

ue = u7 + (9 - 7, 1] 8u7i + (9 - 71, 2] 82us + (9-8, 3] S3w7}

+ (6 - 7 | , 4] S*uB + (9-8, 5] S5M8,. (V)

The rule for successive terms now becomes clear: it is that the co-
efficient in the term which follows any given difference 8qun is (9—n, q+1].

The expression can be divided into segments in a manner
analogous to (I.A).

5. Next take the case in which the differences to be used include
a mean difference and the natural differences on the two sides of it.
'In the above example, in which S2«8, 8su7i, and S%s are given differ-
ences, suppose that instead of being given 83u7^ we are given /u,83w8.
We want to find ue in terms of the given differences.

The relevant part of the table of differences is given below.

u7i) S3 u7i (fM S4 u7i)

8 2 M8 (jX S 3 Ug) S 4 Ms

2 Msi) S 3 Usi (fl S 4 W8i)

It will be seen that instead of the pair of diagonal steps
82w8 S3w7i S4w8 we h a v e a p a i r of h o r i z o n t a l s t e p s S2«8 fi83us

8%8. The expression for ue will obviously be the mean of
two expressions, which respectively use

M7 8u7i S2MS S3M7i 84M8
and

u7 Sun 82us 8su8i b*us
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By the rule stated in § 4, the first three terms and the sixth term are
alike in the two expressions; these are given in (V). The fourth and
fifth terms are respectively

. . . . +(6-8,3] 8sun + (9- 7 i , 4] S%8 + . . . .

a n d + (9 - 8, 3] Ssusi + (6 - 8l_, 4] 8%8 +

Taking the mean, we get a formula which differs in its fourth and
fifth terms from (V): this formula is, by (IV),

u, = u7 + (9 - 7, 1] Sun +(9- 71, 2] 82«8 + (6-8, 3] /xS3«8

+ [6 - 8, 4) S%8 + (9-8, 5] S5w8j • • • • (VI)

Thus we get the rule: / / the given differences include a mean difference
fi8"un and the natural differences on the two sides of it (namely 8s" ]un and
8g+1un), the rule of §4 applies to all the terms, except that in the term
following the mean difference the coefficient is [9 — n, s + 1) instead of
(6-n,s+ 1].

The data for ue might include two or more mean differences, and
the above rule would apply for each such difference: provided, of
course, that the adjoining differences on the two sides of it are
natural differences.

The above requires obvious modification for the case in which
ue begins with a mean difference.

6. The extreme cases are those in which natural and mean
differences occur alternately, in a horizontal line. These are the
cases mentioned in § 1 as constituting Group B; namely, the Newton-
Stirling formula and the Newton-Bessel formula. In our notation
they are as follows:—

u, = M0 + (9, 1] [j.8uo + [9, 2) S2 w0 + (9, 3] ̂ S3 u0 + [9, 4) S4 u0

+ (9,5]^uo+.... (VII)

ue = fiu, + [9-I, 1) SUi + (9-h 2] fi82uh + [0 - ±, 3) S 3 ^

+ (6-h 4] ̂ uh + [6-±, 6) S5M; + . . . . (VIII)

But, in view of (IV), they may also be written as follows; /x
operating on 9 or on u according to its position in the term:—

Ue = Uo + (9, 1 ] . [JL8U0 + (M (9, 2] . S2«0 + (9, 3 ] . /X83M0

+ fi (9, 4 ] . S%0 + (9, 5 ] . /x85w0 + • • • •

= /uttj + fi (9 - \, 1]. SMS + (9 - 1, 2] .fi82Mj + ,* (9 - i , 3]. 83M,

+ (9 - I, 4]. ,xS%s + ,* (6 - 1, 5]. S5Mj + . . . . (X)
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The curious thing is that in each formula a /J. appears in every term
(including u0 in (IX) if it is written ju. (8, 0 ] . u0) but acts alternately
on 9 and on u. The reason of this is the close relation (cf. § 2)
between the difference in any term and the coefficient in the next
term; this relation is rather obscured by the fact that in each of the
two formulae the suffix to u is the same throughout. The points in
each formula, like the lines in (I.A), divide the formula into linked
segments, each of which has either no /x or two p's.

7. The above seems to be about as far as we can go in our
search for simple general formulas: but Dr Aitken (ref. 1, 110-112)
has indicated a method for expressing ue in terms of any sufficient
set of natural differences, however distant they are from one another
in the difference-table; and his examples suggest that the method
can be extended to cases in which the data include any number of
mean differences, without restriction as to position.
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